Introduction {#Sec1}
============

Geo-replicated systems maintain multiple copies of data at different locations and provide a number of attractive properties such as globally uniform low access-latency, always-on availability, fault tolerance, and improved scalability. Applications with a geo-distributed user base need to necessarily run on top of replicated systems to ensure fast and always-available service. On the other hand, due to concurrent updates at different replicas and the possibility of arbitrary re-ordering of updates by the underlying network, replicated systems typically guarantee a very weak form of consistency called *eventual consistency*  \[[@CR4]\], that only requires replicas which have received the same set of updates to exhibit the same state. Because this guarantee is often too weak to satisfy an application's correctness requirements, a number of (stronger) consistency policies have emerged in recent years; these policies offer session \[[@CR39]\], causality \[[@CR27]\] or transactional \[[@CR13]\] guarantees, and constrain system behavior by imposing additional synchronization on actions. Nonetheless, writing correct applications in this environment using these policies remains a challenging problem.

Having a library of performant *and correct* data structure implementations developed with replication and geo-distribution in mind can significantly alleviate the problem of writing correct applications, as demonstrated by the availability of highly popular concurrent library implementations developed for shared-memory systems  \[[@CR21], [@CR33]\]. CRDTs  \[[@CR36]\] (Conflict-Free Replicated Data Types) offer an analog of such implementations for geo-replicated environments. However, using CRDTS to build useful data structure libraries is challenging because the strong requirements imposed by CRDTs (namely that all operations commute with each other) appears satisfiable only for simple objects such as sets, lists, or maps. Important data structures such as stacks, queues, or exchangers that serve as building blocks for many concurrent and distributed algorithms have eluded implementations using CRDTs. Even when a data structure can be expressed in this way, reasoning about its correctness is typically given in terms of non-standard criteria such as replicated data type specifications \[[@CR12]\], convergence \[[@CR31]\] or replication-aware linearizability \[[@CR41]\], concepts that are likely to be difficult for programmers to grasp, especially when contrasted with well-established notions such as linearizability used to reason about shared-memory concurrency. This state of affairs has made it difficult to seamlessly adapt and exploit ongoing progress in the development of scalable and correct concurrent algorithms used in the shared-memory world to a geo-replicated setting.

In order to bridge this gap, we study how to *automatically transplant* concurrent library implementations developed for shared memory systems to replicated ones. Doing so would allow us to use carefully-crafted implementations which have been proven to run correctly in shared memory environments, thereby simplifying the task of building distributed replication-aware applications. However, realizing this goal poses a number of challenges, the most critical of which is the widely different memory consistency models used in the two domains: the eventually consistent memory model typically provided by a replicated system is significantly weaker than the sequential consistency guarantees offered by shared-memory. Consistency policies offering session, causal, or transactional guarantees must be additionally considered to facilitate correct behavior. This requires enriching the *semantics* of existing library implementations to take into account the consistency policy of the underlying replicated system. Furthermore, the *de facto* correctness criterion for concurrent library implementations is linearizability, which is clearly too restrictive to be directly applied to this much weaker setting, since it demands that any correct execution be equivalent to some sequential execution of a reference implementation. Such a requirement is problematic in a geo-replicated environment where the cost of coordination to enforce a global ordering of all actions is prohibitive. These observations are similar to those made by Raad et al. \[[@CR34]\] who considered the applicability of linearizability in a weak memory context, a scenario that faces similar challenges to our own. To address these issues, we therefore consider alternative declarative specifications of data structures, based on axiomatic definitions \[[@CR17]\], that are roughly equivalent to the guarantees provided by linearizability (and hence familiar to programmers), but suitably relaxed to take into account the weak behaviors admitted by replicated systems.

We then propose an automated approach to find bounded violations of these declarative specifications given an implementation and a consistency policy. Due to the non-deterministic nature of replicated systems, manifesting violations in actual executions requires (1) a specific combination of library methods to be called (2) with specific argument values and (3) a specific interaction of low-level read/write events. Indeed, existing approaches to checking application safety under weak consistency  \[[@CR24]\] potentially involve long (on the order of hours) and costly execution runs to offer meaningful assurance on application correctness given the large space of possible behaviors that can be exhibited.

In contrast to testing approaches, our analysis framework directly searches for an execution violating a specification, and in the process *constructs* the combination of library methods to be called as well as their argument values, and the low-level read/writes which can lead to the violation. Moreover, because our analysis is parametric in the choice of consistency policy, we can constrain the search for violating executions on-demand as per the chosen policy. We additionally show how our technique is capable of expressing complex correctness specifications of libraries (see Sect. [3.4](#Sec7){ref-type="sec"}) and how it can be used to automatically find violations in the face of this complexity. The analysis is sound in that it only reports actual violations. Notably, our experiments manifest a number of non-trivial and complex violating executions for realistic concurrent libraries which require intricate interaction with library methods. We were also able to analyse application behavior under different consistency policies, and in particular, were able to find the weakest consistency policy to eliminate a particular violation. Our analysis is based on developing an efficient encoding of the implementation, the consistency policy, and the correctness specification as first-order logic formulae which can be dispatched to off-the-shelf SMT solvers to find violations. Unlike random testing approaches, our technique is capable of identifying non-trivial subtle safety violations in the order of minutes, making it feasible to use not only for finding violations, but also for checking the feasibility of any proposed remediations. We make the following major contributions: We propose a novel operational semantics for replicated systems parameterized under realistic consistency policies which can be used to describe executions of sophisticated concurrent library implementations.We demonstrate how to adapt existing specification frameworks developed for concurrent libraries on shared memory systems to replicated systems with minimal changes.We describe an automated bounded verification procedure to detect violations of such specifications for implementations intended to execute under a given consistency policy.We catalog the results of applying our analysis on a number of well-studied implementations including stacks, queues and exchangers, on a commercial replicated store (Cassandra), demonstrating empirically that our correctness checking procedure is useful in practice.

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. In the next section, we provide a motivating example to illustrate the challenges of reasoning about concurrent libraries in a weakly-consistent replicated environment. Section [3](#Sec3){ref-type="sec"} formalizes the language used to write library implementations and the specifications that characterize their intended behavior. Section [4](#Sec8){ref-type="sec"} describes our bounded verification procedure and provides details about how we encode extracted verification conditions. Section [5](#Sec14){ref-type="sec"} describes experimental results and presents case studies to illustrate the effectiveness of our approach. Related work and conclusions are given in Sect. [6](#Sec15){ref-type="sec"}.

Illustrative Example {#Sec2}
====================

Fig. 1.Treiber Stack

In this section, we illustrate the various issues that arise when running standard concurrent library implementations on replicated systems. Figure [1](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"} shows the implementation of a Treiber stack, suitably adapted to execute in a replicated environment. The Treiber stack provides two methods (push and pop) to clients, and stores the elements of the stack in a linked list, with the order of elements in the list corresponding to the order in which elements are pushed. Since replicated stores typically offer a database or a key-value store interface, we store the linked list as a table of type Node with columns Val and Next, where each row stores a node of the linked list, with Val storing the value and Next storing the id of the next node. Top contains the id of the Node row which is current top of the stack (Top is initialized with the special value NULL indicating an empty stack). In Fig. [1](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"}, variables denoted by lower-case letters are assumed to be stored locally and are not replicated. New(Node) returns the id of a new row in the Node table. CAS(Top, t, n) is the typical Compare-And-Swap operation which atomically compares Top to t, and if it is equal to t then updates it to n[1](#Fn1){ref-type="fn"}.

Clients of concurrent libraries issue invocations of a data structure's methods, possibly at different replicas, with invocations being grouped together into *sessions*, with each session containing invocations issued by the same client. Whenever a method is invoked, the underlying implementation of the method is executed; we assume the various reads and writes performed by the method may possibly be executed at different replicas. All low-level operations performed by the same invocation are defined to be in the same session (i.e. the session of the parent invocation). Notice that the implementation stores data across a number of locations (e.g. Top or a cell in the Node table), each of which are operated independently through low-level read/write/CAS operations. The replicated store only guarantees eventual consistency, which means that the values stored at all locations eventually converge across all replicas. However, users expect the behavior of the library to conform to the specification of the stack data structure, regardless of when and how updates propagate across replicas.Fig. 2.An execution of Treiber Stack on a replicated store
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                \begin{document}$$\mathsf {AddRem}$$\end{document}$ axiom in \[[@CR17]\]), which simply says that any value returned by a $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$ \forall \gamma . \mathsf {meth}(\gamma ) = \texttt {POP}\ \wedge \mathsf {ret}(\gamma ) \ne \texttt {EMPTY}\ \Rightarrow \exists \gamma '. \mathsf {meth}(\gamma ') = \texttt {PUSH}\ \wedge \mathsf {arg}(\gamma ') = \mathsf {ret}(\gamma ) $$\end{document}$$Consider the execution shown in Fig. [2](#Fig2){ref-type="fig"} that involves an invocation of $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\mathsf {PUSH}$$\end{document}$ performs, we show only two write operations in the figure (along with line numbers referring to the implementation in Fig. [1](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"}), namely the write to the Val field of location $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\mathsf {L}$$\end{document}$ is the id of the new Node), and the write to Top as a result of the successful CAS. Similarly, for the $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\mathsf {POP}$$\end{document}$ sees that a new node has been pushed but does not read the value that was actually pushed, instead returning the initial value of the location, thus breaking the specification described above. Eventual consistency only guarantees that eventually, the write to Val will also be propagated to R2, which is not sufficient to guarantee the specification holds under all executions.
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                \begin{document}$$\mathsf {PUSH}$$\end{document}$ is propagated to another replica before the write to Top, thus guaranteeing that it would be available to the read of Val by $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\mathsf {POP}$$\end{document}$. Notice that the write to Val occurs before the write to Top in the same session, and hence we can use session guarantees to ensure the required behavior. In particular, under a *Monotonic Writes* (MW) consistency policy, writes are always propagated in their session order to all replicas  \[[@CR1]\]. However, MW is not sufficient by itself to eliminate the counterexample since the reads to Top and Val by $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\mathsf {PUSH}$$\end{document}$ have propagated. Hence, we also need to have these operations execute under a *Monotonic Reads* (MR) consistency policy that mandates all writes witnessed by an operation will also be witnessed by later operations in the same session.[2](#Fn2){ref-type="fn"} Fig. 3.A violation of $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\mathsf {AddRem}$$\end{document}$ by Treiber Stack under MW+MR

Hence, a combination of MW+MR prevents the counterexample in Fig. [2](#Fig2){ref-type="fig"}, but it is unfortunately not enough to guarantee the $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\mathsf {AddRem}$$\end{document}$ specification is correctly enforced. Consider the execution in Fig. [3](#Fig3){ref-type="fig"} which involves four method invocations (2 $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\texttt {Push}$$\end{document}$es and 2 Pops), where each invocation occurs on a different replica. Again, we only show some relevant low-level operations performed by these invocations, with arrows from write to read operations showing reads-from ($\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\mathsf {rf}$$\end{document}$) dependencies. In the execution, after the two pushes, 2 is stored on the top of stack at Node $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\texttt {L}_2$$\end{document}$. Thus, the first Pop operation returns 2 and sets the Top to point at $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\texttt {L}_1$$\end{document}$, which is then read by the second Pop. However, MW+MR only guarantees that all write operations performed by the first Pop will be witnessed by the second Pop. Hence, just like in Fig. [2](#Fig2){ref-type="fig"}, the second Pop operation may see the node at location $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\texttt {L}_1$$\end{document}$ but not the write to the Val field (which was performed by PUSH(1)), resulting in violation of the specification. To avoid this, it must be guaranteed that the write to $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\texttt {L}_1.\texttt {Val}$$\end{document}$ by Push(1) must be visible to its read by the second Pop (depicted by the two boxes in Fig. [3](#Fig3){ref-type="fig"}). This can be guaranteed by the *Write Follows Read* (WFR) policy, which analogously to MW, ensures that writes witnessed in a session are propagated to all replicas before writes of the session itself (as opposed to MW which only ensures that writes performed in a session are propagated in session order). We note that both the violations described above (along with their repairs) were automatically discovered using our proposed methods, which devised solutions significantly less expensive than imposing strong consistency (aka global coordination) on all accesses.

While MW+MR+WFR is required to ensure $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\mathsf {AddRem}$$\end{document}$ in a Treiber Stack, we found that weaker consistency policies (including *Eventual Consistency*) were sufficient for other properties and benchmarks (more details are provided in Sect. [5](#Sec14){ref-type="sec"}).

Semantics and Specifications {#Sec3}
============================

In this section, we define a simple language to write library implementations that is nonetheless powerful enough to express a number of real-world implementations. We then define an operational semantics to express executions of any implementation written in this language on top of a replicated store. A key feature of this operational semantics is that it is parametric in the consistency policies available to the store. Thus, instantiating the semantics with different consistency policy definitions allows us to reason about library behavior under replicated stores providing different consistency guarantees. Another important feature of the semantics is that it abstracts out low-level operational details such as the number of replicas, the specific manifestation of how message sends and receives are implemented, etc., and instead uses a succinct representation involving read and write events (and various binary relations among them) to capture salient characteristics sufficient to reason about library correctness with respect to consistency properties. The proposed semantics facilitates a bounded verification approach that is parametric in the consistency policy, and also matches very well with existing axiomatic approaches to specify correctness of library implementations in shared memory systems.

First, we define a simple imperative language in which implementations can be written:The only difference between standard shared-memory programs and those written in the above language is that read and write operations can now be performed on either Locations, which are replicated, or local variables which are not. As we saw in Sect. [2](#Sec2){ref-type="sec"}, replicated Locations can in general refer to any field in any table. Let $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\mathbb {P}$$\end{document}$ be the set of programs (*c*) generated using the above grammar. A **library** $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$L = (M, I)$$\end{document}$ consists of a set of methods (*M*) and an implementation function $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$I : M \rightarrow \mathbb {P}$$\end{document}$. For simplicity, we assume that each method takes as input one argument. Assume that *I*(*m*) contains the free variable $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\texttt {a}$$\end{document}$ that stores the input argument. Let $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\mathbb {V}$$\end{document}$ be the value domain for arguments and return values. We designate a special value $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\bot \in \mathbb {V}$$\end{document}$ for the cases where the argument or return value is empty.

The methods of a library implementation *L* can be invoked any number of times by multiple clients. Invocations from the same client are grouped together into **sessions**, where each session consists of a sequence of method invocations. Following standard terminology, given a set of sessions *S*, an interaction between clients and the library is expressed as a **history**, $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$h: S \rightarrow (M \times \mathbb {V})^*$$\end{document}$, which simply associates a sequence of methods invocations to each session. An execution of the history corresponds to executing the library implementation of each method in the history on the replicated store. The store constrains the behavior of reads, writes and CAS operations to replicated Locations through its consistency policy.

We now formally define the operational semantics of a history on a replicated store that is parametric in a consistency policy $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\varPsi $$\end{document}$. While the history only associates arguments with method invocations, executing it on the replicated store will give rise to an **abstract execution**, which will also associate return values with invocations, and whose correctness we are interested in checking. Given a history *h*, library *L*, and consistency policy $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\varPsi $$\end{document}$, we define our semantics in terms of a labeled transition system (LTS) $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\varPhi $$\end{document}$ denotes a set of states, $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\mathcal {E}$$\end{document}$ denotes a set of events (also used as labels) and $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\rightarrow \subseteq \varPhi \times \mathcal {E} \times \varPhi $$\end{document}$ defines a transition relation over states and events.
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                \begin{document}$$\varPhi $$\end{document}$ is specified as a tuple $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$(\chi , h', \mu , \texttt {c}, \alpha ) $$\end{document}$. $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\chi $$\end{document}$ denotes the replicated store state and consists of read/write/update events to Locations and various relations among them (described in detail later); $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$h' : S \rightarrow (M \times \mathbb {V})^*$$\end{document}$ denotes the continuation of the history, i.e., the remaining history yet to be executed; $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\mu : S \rightarrow (\texttt {LocalVar} \rightarrow \mathbb {V})$$\end{document}$ denotes the local variables map for each session; $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\texttt {c} : S \rightarrow \mathbb {P}$$\end{document}$ denotes the continuation of the current invocation for each session, i.e., the implementation of the current invocation for each session that is yet to be executed and $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\alpha $$\end{document}$ denotes the abstract execution. Each **event** $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\sigma \in \mathcal {E}$$\end{document}$ is a tuple (*i*, *s*, *a*), where *i* is a unique event-id, $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$s \in S$$\end{document}$ is the session from which the event originated, and *a* is the action to the replicated store (either read $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Language Semantics {#Sec4}
------------------

To simplify the presentation, we decouple the semantics of the language from the semantics of the replicated store. The language is defined via a standard imperative semantics *except* that there are no constraints on reads to replicated locations (i.e., we do not mandate a specific replica that is targeted by the read), and every operation to a replicated location generates an event. These rules do not concern the replicated store state, and hence are of the form $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Abstract Execution Semantics {#Sec5}
----------------------------
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                \begin{document}$$h'$$\end{document}$ becomes empty, i.e. there are no more method invocations to be executed, the abstract execution becomes complete and would include all method instances present in the original history *h*. Note that this rule does not generate any read/write/update event.

Replicated Store Semantics {#Sec6}
--------------------------
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                \begin{document}$$\mathsf{Write Follows Read}$$\end{document}$ enforces that all events visible to a prior event in a session will continue to remain visible to other events which witness a later event of the session.
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Note that enforcing the above rule would in essence prohibit two CAS operations to be executed concurrently, and hence would establish a global ordering among the CAS operations. However, unlike in shared memory systems where this is sufficient to establish a global ordering among all operations thus ensuring linearizability, in replicated systems, this does not constrain the behavior of other read and write operations (as we saw in Sect. [2](#Sec2){ref-type="sec"}, and hence more constraints must be enforced through the consistency policy.

We can now combine the language, abstract execution, and replicated store rules to describe transitions of the LTS $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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### Example: {#FPar1}

Let us revisit the Treiber Stack and in particular the violating execution described in Fig. [2](#Fig2){ref-type="fig"}. The violating history consists of two sessions, with one session containing the invocation push(1) and another containing pop. The execution of push(1), following the language semantics, creates the events $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Correctness Specification {#Sec7}
-------------------------

Given an abstract execution obtained after executing a history on a replicated store under some consistency policy, how do we decide if it correctly obeys the semantics of the data structure implemented by the library? Linearization would require us to demonstrate a total order on all method invocations which would be admissible by a sequential reference implementation of the data structure. However, since the consistency model of a replicated system is substantially weaker than sequential consistency, it becomes necessary to also weaken correctness requirements \[[@CR34], [@CR37]\]. We use the axiomatic specifications of data structure correctness as proposed by Emmi et al. \[[@CR17]\], which are equivalent to standard linearizability, as our basis, and then weaken them systematically to adapt them to be useful in a replicated environment. Axiomatic specifications do not require a total order to be established on method invocations, do not refer back to a reference implementation, and also match the axiomatic, declarative nature of the semantics of the replicated store.

First, we define all abstract executions that can be generated given a library implementation, a history and a consistency policy. The initial state of the replicated store is assumed to be empty, i.e. $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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### Definition 1 {#FPar2}

Given a set of sessions *S*, a history *h*, a library implementation *L* and a consistency policy $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Thus, executing all invocations in the history under a given consistency policy and library implementation gives rise to the set of final abstract executions. Due to the non-deterministic nature of the semantics, multiple abstract executions could be generated. Correctness of an abstract execution is specified in terms of various **axioms** that it must obey. An implementation is correct under a consistency policy if for all possible histories, all final abstract executions generated by the implementation obey the axioms.

To illustrate, let us consider the Stack data structure. It has two methods $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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These axioms follow from those given in \[[@CR17]\], except that instead of using a linearization order as done in  \[[@CR17]\], we use a weaker happens-before $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\gamma _4$$\end{document}$. The specifications for other data structures we have considered, including Queue and Exchanger can be found in \[[@CR32]\].

Bounded Verification {#Sec8}
====================

We now present an automated bounded verification procedure capable of generating abstract executions that violate data structure correctness specifications under a given consistency policy. We take advantage of the axiomatic nature of both the semantics and specification and reduce the problem to that of checking the satisfiability of a collection of formulae in first-order logic (FOL), which can be dispatched to an off-the-shelf SMT solver. In particular, our strategy is to instantiate a bounded number of invocations (*k*) without specifying their method types, arguments, or session information, and instead leave it upto the solver to search efficiently among all histories of length *k*.

Vocabulary {#Sec9}
----------
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                \begin{document}$$L = (\mathsf {M}, \mathsf {Impl})$$\end{document}$, we first take each method implementation and unroll loops upto a constant bound[5](#Fn5){ref-type="fn"}, and give a label to each program statement that interacts with a replicated location (e.g. see the Treiber Stack impl. in Fig. [1](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"}). Let $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\mathbb {L}$$\end{document}$ denote this set of labels.
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                \begin{document}$$\mathsf {meth} : \mathsf {I}\rightarrow \mathsf {M}$$\end{document}$ to associate a method type with each invocation. We use an uninterpreted sort $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\mathsf {sess} : \mathsf {I}\rightarrow \mathsf {S}$$\end{document}$ associates a session with each invocation.
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                \begin{document}$$\mathsf {P}_{mn}:\mathsf {I}\rightarrow \mathsf {E}$$\end{document}$ to associates the event generated by the program statement to an invocation. In addition, functions $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\mathsf {arg},\mathsf {ret} : \mathsf {I}\rightarrow \mathsf {V}$$\end{document}$ associate the argument and return values to each invocation. For every local variable v used in a program, function $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\rho _{\texttt {v}} : \mathsf {I}\rightarrow \mathsf {V}$$\end{document}$ denotes the value of the local variable in that invocation. The predicate $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\mathsf {so}_{\mathsf {I}} : \mathsf {I}\times \mathsf {I}\rightarrow \mathbb {B}$$\end{document}$ denotes the session order relation among invocation instances.
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                \begin{document}$$\mathsf {loc},\mathsf {rval},\mathsf {wval} : \mathsf {E}\rightarrow \mathsf {V}$$\end{document}$ to associate locations, values read and values written by events resp. We use the uninterpreted, finite sort $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\mathsf {R}, \mathsf {W}, \mathsf {U}$$\end{document}$ to denote various event types. The function $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\mathsf {Etype} : \mathsf {E}\rightarrow \mathbb {E}$$\end{document}$ associates the type with each event. Finally, predicates $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\mathsf {vis}, \mathsf {ar}, \mathsf {so}_{\mathsf {E}}, \mathsf {rf} : \mathsf {E}\times \mathsf {E}\rightarrow \mathbb {B}$$\end{document}$ denote the visibility, arbitration, session order, and read-from relations resp. among events.

For every replicated location, we also instantiate a distinct value referring to the location. For example, for the Treiber Stack implementation (Fig. [1](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"}), we have distinct values for Top and for the Val and Next fields of each New Node generated by an invocation. Since the number of invocations is fixed (*k*), the number of such locations to be instantiated can also be pre-determined statically. We also define a function $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\mathsf {Initval} : \mathsf {V}\rightarrow \mathsf {V}$$\end{document}$ which fixes an initial value for every location, and assigns initial values to all locations used in the execution.

Implementation Constraints {#Sec10}
--------------------------

We now describe constraints on the events imposed by the implementation. First, note that even though the set of functions $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\{\mathsf {P}_{mn} | m \in \mathbb {M},\ n \in \mathbb {L}\}$$\end{document}$ are defined for every invocation, an invocation $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\mathsf {meth}(\mathsf {i})$$\end{document}$, and hence will only generate events corresponding to program statements in the implementation of $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\bot : \mathsf {E}$$\end{document}$ and associate it for program statements of every other method type using the following constraint:$$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$ \forall i \in \mathsf {I}\ \forall m \in \mathbb {M}\ \forall n \in \mathbb {L}.\ m \ne \mathsf {meth}(i) \Rightarrow \mathsf {P}_{mn}(i) = \bot $$\end{document}$$For program statements in the implementation of $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\mathsf {meth}(\mathsf {i})$$\end{document}$, we add constraints for every statement based on its type. Note that loops have already been unrolled and for every statement labeled *n* in method $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\llbracket \phi _{mn} \rrbracket \!_{\mathsf {i}}$$\end{document}$. To illustrate the constraints added for different types of statements, consider the rule for reads:$$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$ \frac{\begin{array}{c}\mathsf {Impl}(m):n:\ \texttt {v} = \texttt {l}\end{array}}{\begin{array}{c}\forall i \in \mathsf {I}.\ (\mathsf {meth}(i) = m \wedge \!\llbracket \phi _{mn} \rrbracket \!_{i}) \Rightarrow (\mathsf {Etype}(\mathsf {P}_{mn}(i)) = \mathsf {R} \wedge \mathsf {loc}(\mathsf {P}_{mn}(i)) = \texttt {l} \\ \wedge \mathsf {rval}(\mathsf {P}_{mn}(i)) = \rho _{\texttt {v}}(i)\end{array}}) $$\end{document}$$The rule essentially specifies the constraint for statement labeled $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\mathsf {m}$$\end{document}$ if it is a read operation. The constraint appropriately sets the $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$P_{mn}(i)$$\end{document}$ for every invocation *i*, if the invocation has a method type of $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\mathsf {m}$$\end{document}$ and the enclosing if conditionals (if any) are satisfied. The rules for write and CAS statements are similar (they also set the $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\mathsf {wval}$$\end{document}$ function and additionally CAS also checks whether the value read is equal to its first argument) and can be found in \[[@CR32]\]. In addition, we also relate adjacent events of the same invocation with the session order relation $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\mathsf {so}_{\mathsf {E}}$$\end{document}$.

Abstract Execution Constraints {#Sec11}
------------------------------

On encountering a return statement, we record the returned value using the following constraint:$$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$ \frac{\begin{array}{c}\mathsf {Impl}(m):n:\ \texttt {return } \texttt {v}\end{array}}{\begin{array}{c}\forall i \in \mathsf {I}.\ (\mathsf {meth}(i) = m \wedge \llbracket \phi _{mn} \rrbracket _{i}) \Rightarrow (\mathsf {ret}(i) = \rho _{\texttt {v}}(i) \wedge \mathsf {completed}(i))\end{array}} $$\end{document}$$Apart from setting the $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\mathsf {completed}$$\end{document}$ to encode that the invocation has completed and reached the return statement. This is needed because we are unrolling loops upto a fixed bound. Since we know the last program statement statically, if we encounter this statement without reaching return for an invocation, then $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\mathsf {false}$$\end{document}$.

We also encode the constraint that the session order relation ($\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\mathsf {so}_{\mathsf {I}}$$\end{document}$) among invocations of the same session is a total order. Finally, we also encode that if two invocations $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Replicated Store Constraints {#Sec12}
----------------------------

We must also encode constraints ensuring that the semantics of the replicated store are preserved. First, we capture various properties of relations on events, viz. $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\mathsf {so}_{\mathsf {I}}$$\end{document}$. All these constraints are implicitly enforced by the semantics of the replicated store, so that the state of the store reached after any number of execution steps must obey them.
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                \begin{document}$$\mathsf {E}_{\mathsf {R}}$$\end{document}$ for read events. The first constraint enforces the reads-from event to be the most recent visible event according to the arbitration order, and also constrains the read value. The second constraint disallows out-of-thin-air reads by enforcing that if there are no $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\mathsf {rf}$$\end{document}$ events, then the value read must be the initial value. As an optimization, while encoding this constraint in our tool, we enumerate all possible write events to the same location (which are guaranteed to be finite since we only have *k* invocations) in the antecedent, instead of the universal quantification used above.

For CAS operations which generate update events, we encode the constraint (as derived from the semantics rule R-CAS) that two update events should not read from the same event:$$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\forall e,e_1,e_2 \in \mathsf {E}.\ \mathsf {Etype}(e_1) = \mathsf {U} \wedge \mathsf {Etype}(e_2) = \mathsf {U} \wedge \mathsf {rf}(e,e_1) \wedge \mathsf {rf}(e,e_2) \Rightarrow e_1 = e_2 $$\end{document}$$

Specification Constraints {#Sec13}
-------------------------

The axioms of correctness for data structures only use an invocation's argument and return values, and the session order relation among invocations in the abstract execution. Thus, they can be directly encoded using our vocabulary. Given an axion $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\theta $$\end{document}$, we encode its negation to find histories which have abstract executions that violate the axiom.

For example, to find violations of the $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\mathsf {match}: \mathsf {I}\times \mathsf {I}\rightarrow \mathbb {B}$$\end{document}$ defined in a similar manner as in Sect. [3.4](#Sec7){ref-type="sec"}. This completes the entire description of our encoding.

Our main soundness result can be formalized thus[6](#Fn6){ref-type="fn"}

### Theorem 1 {#FPar3}

Given a library implementation *L*, consistency policy $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Experimental Evaluation {#Sec14}
=======================

Table 2.Consistency policies required for various implementations and specifications.BenchmarkAddRemInjectiveEmpty\[SO\]Empty\[HB\]FIFO-1/LIFO-1/ExchangeFIFO-2/LIFO-2Max time (s)2Lock Queue \[[@CR29]\]MW+MRMW+MR +WFRCCCCMW+MRMW+MR269LockFree Queue \[[@CR29]\]MW+MRECCCCCMW+MREC152HW Queue \[[@CR22]\]ECECRMWMW+MR +RMWCCMW+MR61Treiber Stack \[[@CR40]\]MW+MR +WFRECCCCCMW+MR +WFREC245Elimination Stack \[[@CR20]\]MW+MR +WFRECCCCCMW+MR +WFRMW65Exchanger \[[@CR20]\]MWEC-NA\--NA-MW-NA-40

We have implemented our bounded verification procedure and applied it to a number of library implementations that have been widely-used in the world of shared-memory systems. We generate FOL formulae for each implementation as described in Sect. [4](#Sec8){ref-type="sec"} and dispatch them to Z3 to determine their satisfiability. For queues, we have used the 2LockQueue, LockFree Queue and Herlihy and Wing (HW) Queue implementations, while for stacks, we have applied our approach on the Treiber and Elimination Stack implementations. The Elimination stack uses the exchanger implementation, and so we have also checked the correctness of the exchanger.

Since our analysis takes as input the bound on the number of invocations (*k*), the consistency policy, and the specification, we deploy the system as follows: For each implementation and specification pairing, we start with bound $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$k = 2$$\end{document}$ and the weakest consistency policy (EC). If we do not find any violation, then we increase the bound by 1 and perform the analysis again. On the other hand, if we do find a violation, then by Theorem-1, we know that it is guaranteed to be an actual violation. We record its structure from the satisfiable model returned by Z3, and then increase the consistency policy to the next higher level. We continue this process until we exhaust our verification time budget (of 1 hour per benchmark implementation). Note that all the consistency policies that we consider can be arranged in a lattice \[[@CR38]\] whereby the higher one goes up the lattice, the consistency policies become stronger, which means they allow only a subset of executions that are allowed by policies weaker than them. Our tool automatically traverses this lattice to find the weakest consistency policy at which no bounded violation is found.

Table [2](#Tab2){ref-type="table"} summarizes the results of this process. For each pair of benchmark implementation and correctness specification, it shows the weakest consistency policy at which we did not find any violations. This means that at every consistency policy weaker than the one specified in the table, violations were discovered. For each benchmark, we also note the maximum time needed to find a violation for any specification by Z3. Some specifications were discussed in §3.4, with Empty\[SO\] meaning we replace the relation $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\mathsf {so}_{\varGamma }$$\end{document}$ in the specification; the correctness specifications for Queues and Exchangers are given in \[[@CR32]\]. Across all benchmarks, we found that the longest history which violated any specification within the time bound considered consisted of 6 invocations.

To empirically validate our results, we also executed all the benchmarks at the appropriate consistency levels on Cassandra, a real-world replicated data store. We configured Cassandra with 3 replicas running on Amazon EC2 instances at different physical locations (all on the US East Coast). We randomly generated client invocations at all 3 replicas and ran each implementation for 4 h (on average 92000 invocations/benchmark). We collected the resulting traces and checked the specifications. We did not find any violation of the specifications, and surmise that violations, when they do occur, manifest in smaller executions that can be systematically checked by our analysis.

The results yield a number of interesting observations. First and foremost, note that even for the same benchmark, different correctness specifications require different consistency policies, ranging from the weakest, *Eventual Consistency*, (EC) to the strongest, *Causal Consistency*, (CC). This suggests that depending upon the requirements of the clients of the library, there is a trade-off between consistency and correctness that can be effectively explored. It has long been known that *Causal Consistency* incurs a performance penalty \[[@CR3]\] due to expensive dependency tracking, significant metadata storage, and long wait times for all causally dependent data to arrive. A number of recent approaches \[[@CR9], [@CR14], [@CR28]\] have looked at improving the performance of *Causal Consistency*, mainly by reducing the amount of dependent data required. Our experiments suggest that many important correctness properties of library implementations may not require CC, but would work correctly under weaker session guarantees or even EC. Note that as we discussed in Sect. [2](#Sec2){ref-type="sec"}, MW+MR only require all data to be propagated from the same session, while MW+MR+WFR requires data to be propagated across the entire causal chain.

Another interesting observation is that important properties such as Injective and FIFO/LIFO only require EC for most benchmarks. We also notice that for the same correctness specification, different benchmarks require different consistency policies, especially among the various Queue benchmarks. This illustrates that clients have flexibility in choosing an implementation, based on the properties that they need. For example, an HW queue can satisfy the AddRem specification at the weakest consistency policy (EC), but requires CC for FIFO-1, which can be satisfied using just session guarantees by both 2LockQueue and LockFreeQueue. No single queue implementation provides all correctness guarantees at the weakest consistency level. For stacks, the Elimination Stack and the Treiber Stack require the same consistency policies for every specification except LIFO-2, for which the Elimination Stack requires MW for the Exchange property of the underlying Exchanger to be satisfied. By analyzing violations, we also found that both the access pattern of different implementations as well as the semantics of the data structure (stack vs. queue) played a major role in determining how and if violations occur.

Note that even though we unroll loops upto a fixed bound, for all benchmarks except LockFree Queue, the unrolling factor does not matter because in every loop, every iteration except the last only performs read events, and the values read are only used in the same iteration. Hence, only the last iteration which performs a write/update event is relevant; unrolling the loop once is sufficient.Fig. 4.A violation of $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\mathsf {LIFO-1}$$\end{document}$ by Treiber Stack under MW+MR involving 6 invocations

In order to illustrate the complex violations automatically generated by our framework, consider the violation of LIFO-1 in the Treiber stack implementation under MW+MR in Fig. [4](#Fig4){ref-type="fig"}. Here, invocations in the same column are in the same session. Following the notation as used in the specification in Sect. [3.4](#Sec7){ref-type="sec"}, $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\gamma _3$$\end{document}$ returns the value pushed by $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\gamma _1$$\end{document}$ is unmatched, thus disobeying the LIFO property. The reason behind this violation is that another pop operation (pop:0) is actually popping the element pushed by push(2), but it does not read the value 1 and instead reads the initial value 0 (thus also violating AddRem). As a result, the last pop operation in the leftmost session sees only the element 1 on the stack. We note that there is no violation of smaller length under MW+MR. By upgrading the consistency level to MW+MW+WFR, the violation is eliminated.

Related Work and Conclusion {#Sec15}
===========================

Verifying applications under weak consistency has received significant attention in recent years. A number of efforts \[[@CR2], [@CR19], [@CR23], [@CR25], [@CR38]\] have looked at the problem of verifying arbitrary safety invariants while others have considered verification with respect to distributed database applications and specific high-level transactional properties  \[[@CR5]--[@CR7], [@CR10], [@CR30], [@CR35]\]. These results are orthogonal to the work described here, since neither consider the question of safely migrating performant concurrent libraries to a replicated environment.

More directly related are proposals to deal with the specification and verification of various properties of CRDTs \[[@CR12], [@CR18], [@CR31], [@CR41], [@CR42]\]. CRDTs also offer a library interface to clients and have been implemented for various data structures such as set, list, map, etc. They follow a different system model than the library implementations that we have considered in our work, and typically do not require any form of synchronization. However, this requirement imposes stringent constraints on their design (for example, in an op-based CRDT, all operations have to commute with each other). We are not aware of any CRDT-like implementation of concurrent data structures such as Queue, Stack and Exchangers that we have considered here.

Prior works \[[@CR18], [@CR31]\] have also developed automated or semi-automated approaches to verify the convergence of CRDTs, an important but fairly low-level property that does not shed much insight on the correctness of libraries built using them. High-level correctness specifications of CRDTs are either given in terms of abstract RDT specifications \[[@CR12], [@CR42]\] or customized specification frameworks such as replication-aware linearizability \[[@CR41]\]. Both of these specification styles are closer to linearizability, but since direct linearization of all operations an execution is not possible in a distributed environment, both approaches allow relaxations to help decide a linearization order. These relaxations typically take the form of allowing different per-invocation linearizations based on the type of the invocation and the visibility relation. This can lead to complicated specifications that can be substantially different from their shared-memory counterparts, complicating verification. In contrast, our axiomatic style also allows clients of the library to know exactly how the relaxations in a replicated environment will impact observable behavior. Finally, unlike other prior work, we develop a fully automated approach for bounded verification of library implementations.

There has also been recent interest in specifying and verifying concurrent library implementations for shared memory systems \[[@CR16]\] and weak memory models \[[@CR15], [@CR34]\]. While the specification style of weak memory models bears some superficial resemblance to that of weak consistency, the underlying system model is quite different, and weak consistency models allows relaxed behaviors which are not allowed by weak memory models. They also offer more fine-grained control than possible under weak memory given their ability to provide session-level as well as system-wide consistency guarantees to individual low-level operations. \[[@CR34]\] proposes axiomatic specifications of libraries using happens-before and program orders. Our specifications, while similar in spirit, are more fine-grained and better suited to replicated systems.

To conclude, we tackle the problem of migrating concurrent library implementations from shared-memory systems to replicated, distributed ones. We define a sensible semantics for such implementations on a replicated store parametric in the consistency policy of the store and describe how to migrate the correctness specifications for such libraries with minimal changes. Our verification framework automatically finds bounded violations of these specifications. Parametericity of consistency policies in the analysis allows us to find the weakest policy that eliminates a discovered violation. Our experiments have demonstrated that the proposed framework is effective in finding non-trivial violations in a number of challenging and diverse benchmarks. We also find that the spectrum of weak consistency policies in replicated systems can be effectively explored to tradeoff correctness and performance.

CAS operations are typically supported in replicated systems by providing transactional guarantees to a group of operations; e.g., lightweight transaction support provided in Cassandra \[[@CR26]\].

We formalize all consistency policies used in the paper in the next section.

Note that the lack of any constraints (i.e. $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\varPsi = true$$\end{document}$) corresponds to Strong Eventual Consistency  \[[@CR18]\]. Since we assume SEC, our definition of Causal Consistency corresponds to Causal Convergence (CCv) as defined by \[[@CR8]\].

Note that we assume all methods are called with distinct arguments.

Loops are typically only used to busy wait for a successful CAS operation in the applications we consider.

A Proof Sketch can be found in \[[@CR32]\].
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